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The impact of climate change on Miami’s property market could be profound. Within the next 30
years, roughly 64,000 homes in Florida will be at risk of chronic flooding, according to a report by
the Union of Concerned Scientists. Miami Beach — the low-lying barrier island containing many of
the city’s plushest new apartments — will alone account for 12,000.

Yet homebuyers are only beginning to factor in the risk when considering a purchase, notes the
report. This may be because, at the top of the market, buyers have more pressing problems.

According to Eli Beracha, a real estate professor at Florida International University, at least half of
the buyers of condos priced at more than $500,000 in this area come from Latin America —
mainly Brazil, Venezuela and a few from Colombia. “What does Miami export? We export real
estate,” says Bill Hardin, professor of finance and real estate at FIU.

The problem is that hard times at home have seen overseas buyers lose their appetite for Miami
homes. Brazil’s economy has run out of steam — with its currency losing 40 per cent of its value
against the dollar in the past five years — and that of Venezuela has virtually collapsed, savaged by
hyperinflation.

“There are a lot of units being delivered to the market currently, but weak currencies in Latin
America are decreasing demand,” says Beracha. “The huge flow of capital from Venezuela over the
past five years has disappeared completely. There is still some buying from Brazil, but it’s not close
to where it was five years ago,” says Hardin.
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By 2011 Miami had weathered the fallout from the subprime mortgage crisis and developers
returned to the market en masse, says Hardin. However, since 2016 a strong dollar and weakening
Latin American economies have depressed buyer demand and there has been little new building.
“Despite a few boutique developers, no one has started any new projects of scale for the last two
years,” says Hardin.

Latin American investment buying has been concentrated in the condo market. As space in South
Beach — the smart southerly strip where many of Miami’s top-end apartments are located — has
become scarcer, many of the latest new developments are popping up in Sunny Isles Beach, part of
the same string of barrier islands about 10 miles north.

A number of developers “banked” land here following the financial crisis waiting for prices to
recover, says Robert Green of Sphere Estates, which is selling a three-bedroom apartment in the
new 56-storey Armani/Casa branded development for $3.775m. Green also reports less interest
from Brazilian buyers, as well as Mexicans and Venezuelans who are put off by the “Trump effect”
of tighter immigration controls. Just north of Miami Beach city centre, Sotheby’s International
Realty is selling a three-bedroom apartment for $12.5m. Christie’s International Real Estate is
selling a 12-bedroom house on the waterfront near the La Gorce golf club for $32m.
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Twelve-bedroom waterfront property, $32m

For the time being, prices seem to be growing. The average sale price of all condos and town houses
sold in the entire Miami-Dade county area in the third quarter of 2018 was 3.3 per cent higher than
the year before.

But local sales data could be concealing a “zombie” housing market. Government registry rules
mean that property sales are recorded when homes are completed, notes Hardin. Prior to that
point only the developers know the prices for which existing owners are re-selling their
uncompleted homes. “This makes transaction data very noisy,” he says. “And because the [high-
end condo] market is a relatively small section of Miami’s total, it’s hard to see whether completed
homes are selling for less than what they were bought for.”

For condo prices, it seems, the storm may yet be to come.
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Buying guide

What you can buy for . . .
$550,000 A small two-bedroom condo on Ocean Drive, South Beach

$1.25m A one-bedroom condo in the Shelborne South Beach

$5.5m A four-bedroom condo on Collins Avenue, Sunny Isles Beach

More homes at propertylistings.ft.com

Follow @FTProperty on Twitter to find out about our latest stories first. Subscribe to FT Life on
YouTube for the latest FT Weekend videos

Across the entire Miami-Dade area, the 3,524 condos sold in the third quarter of
2018 represented a 16.7 per cent increase on the same quarter a year before
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